**Core tip:** We aimed to combine the serum index together by several multiparameter method, such as, the binary logistic regression, discriminant analysis, classification tree and artificial neural network analysis. Finally, a multiparameter diagnostic model based on artificial neural network which showed better diagnostic value was built for the early detection of colorectal cancer.

INTRODUCTION
============

Colorectal cancer (CRC) is the third most common cancer\[[@B1]\] and the fourth major cause of cancer-related deaths worldwide. CRC has a high incidence and high mortality rate and is a public health burden in most industrialized countries. In recent years, the incidence of CRC in Asia is rising rapidly\[[@B2]\]. In eastern Asia, the incidence of countries, such as China, Japan, South Korea and Singapore, has increased two to four times in recent decades. Among Asian ethnic groups, the incidence of CRC in China is significantly higher than that of other ethnic groups. According to the 2003 China Cancer Database, CRC is one of the three fastest growing morbidity cancers\[[@B1]\].

CRC is a common malignant tumor in the gastrointestinal tract. Early symptoms are not obvious. As cancer increases, it shows changes in bowel habits, blood in the stool, diarrhea, alternating diarrhea or constipation, local abdominal pain and other symptoms. In the advanced stage, CRC shows anemia and body weight loss or other systemic symptoms. A typical CRC is developed from a focal change in benign, precancerous polyps. These polyps are local growths or the accumulation of abnormal cells in the intestinal mucosa that protrude into the intestinal lumen\[[@B3]\]. With time, the dividing cells in these polyps may accumulate enough genetic changes to gain the ability to invade the intestinal wall, which is a hallmark of CRC that may eventually become more susceptible to change and spread to regional lymph nodes, eventually spread to distant transfer sites\[[@B4]\]. This multistep development process accumulates over time and allows early precancerous polyps to be screened and tested before the average risk of CRC is cancerous, which may lead to a dramatic decline in the incidence of CRC\[[@B5]\].

Clinical screening for CRC involves (1) Colonoscopy. Many studies have confirmed that colonoscopy, as a useful screening tool, can reduce the incidence of CRC by 76% and mortality by 65%\[[@B6]\]; (2) Sigmoidoscopy. Compared with colonoscopy, sigmoidoscopy has the advantages of low cost, short preparation time and no need for sedation\[[@B7]\]; (3) Computed tomography colon imaging; (4) FOBT and fecal immunochemical tests. These tests have advantages of low cost, noninvasiveness and good tolerance. FOBT and fecal immunochemical tests are widely used on a global scale, but are also susceptible to food, drugs and other factors, and the stool collection is inconvenient, resulting in a high false positive rate\[[@B8]\]; and (5) Screening for biomarkers: (a) Carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA); (b) Circulating tumor cell; (c) Circulating tumor DNA/RNA; and (d) Abnormal DNA methylation\[[@B9]\].

Early screening for CRC plays an important role in combating and controlling the growth of CRC morbidity and mortality worldwide\[[@B10]\]. However, the currently available screening methods are severely inadequate because of their high cost and cumbersome preparation procedures that ultimately result in a low participation rate. People are often reluctant to use colonoscopy\[[@B11]\]. Therefore, developing an unconventional method of testing based on blood biomarkers as the first test procedure may be the ideal method. This method will make it possible to identify high-incidence individuals among the general public. Colonoscopy will become the second type of examination and continue to screen high-incidence populations. This strategy will encourage participation rates and will help achieve the goal of early screening for CRC and will reduce the globally expected increase in CRC incidence\[[@B12]\]. Blood-based screening experiments attract the public because of their noninvasive and low patient harm features. This screening is easy to perform and can be repeated in shorter time intervals, which in turn leads to higher participation rates\[[@B13]\].

In this study, we conducted a retrospective analysis. Through *t* test, ROC curve analysis, binary logistic regression analysis, and simultaneous use of discriminant analysis, classification tree and artificial neural network analysis of multiple methods combined detection were used to determine the tumor marker diagnostic value for detection of CRC.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
=====================

Patients selection
------------------

The serum samples of the patients involved in this study were from blood samples of patients and confirmed by imaging and pathology. According to the blood collection record, all serum biochemical and immunological indexes of the CRC disease group and the healthy control group were counted from the medical records of each subject for the subsequent statistical analysis. As shown in Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}, these analyses included 300 cases of colorectal benign polyps and 350 cases of malignant colorectal cancer (166 cases in early stage and 136 in late stage, 48 cases unconfirmed). All patients had clear imaging and pathological diagnosis and did not receive radiotherapy, chemotherapy or other immunotherapy before surgery. A total of 360 patients in the healthy control group received physical examination, were examined by tumor markers and imaging examinations, had no diseases related to the study, and the tumor markers and imaging examinations were all qualified. The serum index in the hospital was collected and used to analyze.

###### 

The clinical characteristics of patients with colorectal cancer, *n* (%)

               **Malignant (*n* = 350)**   **Benign (*n* = 300)**   **Controls (*n* = 360)**
  ------------ --------------------------- ------------------------ --------------------------
  Age, yr                                                           
  \< 40        10 (2.86)                   16 (5.33)                63 (17.5)
  40-60        149 (42.57)                 143 (47.67)              258 (71.67)
  ≥ 60         191 (54.57)                 141 (47)                 39 (10.83)
  Gender                                                            
  Male         217 (62)                    200 (66.67)              212 (58.89)
  Female       133 (38)                    100 (33.33)              148 (41.11)
  T                                                                 
  T1-2         67 (19.14)                                           
  T3-4         235 (67.14)                                          
  Lymph node                                                        
  Yes          165 (47.14)                                          
  No           119 (34)                                             
  Metastasis                                                        
  Yes          30 (8.57)                                            
  No           320 (91.43)                                          
  0            2 (0.58)                                             
  TNM Stage                                                         
  I            56 (16)                                              
  II           108 (30.86)                                          
  III          106 (30.29)                                          
  IV           30 (8.57)                                            
  Non          48 (13.7)                                            

Statistical analysis
--------------------

Statistical analysis was performed on comparing colorectal cancer and healthy controls, malignant disease group and benign disease group. Data from various indexes of colorectal cancer and healthy control groups as well as malignant disease groups and benign disease groups were compared by *t* test. The diagnostic value was evaluated by the area under the curve of the ROC curve, and the cutoff value was determined by the Youden index. The combination of indexes is analyzed by statistical methods, such as binary logistic regression analysis, discriminant analysis, classification tree and artificial neural network. All data were statistically analyzed by SPSS (version 20.0, SPSS Inc. Chicago, IL) software. All statistical tests were bilateral, and *P* \< 0.01 was considered statistically significant.

RESULTS
=======

Significant analysis and ROC curve analysis of CRC and healthy control group, malignant disease group and benign disease group
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

There were significant differences in 32 indexes between CRC and healthy controls. There were significant differences in 37 indexes between the malignant disease group and the benign disease group. The ROC curves were performed on 36 indexes with significant differences in colorectal cancer and healthy controls and 42 indexes with significant differences between the malignant disease group and the benign disease group. Among these indexes, 32 indexes of colorectal cancer and healthy control group had *P* values \< 0.01. There were 37 indexes in the malignant disease group and the benign disease group with *P* values \< 0.01.

Among these results, the largest area under the curve in CRC and healthy control group were for RDV and CEA, with area under the curve values of 0.781 and 0.846, respectively. When the RDV cutoff value was 12.625, the sensitivity and specificity were 61.7%, 82.2%; when the CEA cutoff value was 1.915, the sensitivity and specificity were 81.4%, 71.7%, respectively. The largest area under the curve in the malignant disease group and the benign disease group were for CRP and H-FABP, with area under the curve values of 0.798 and 0.762, respectively. When the CRP cutoff value was 0.145, the sensitivity and specificity were 62.0%, 89.7%; when the H-FABP cutoff value was 1.965, the sensitivity and specificity were 73.7%, 88.3%, respectively.

Binary logistic analysis of CRC and healthy control group, malignant disease group and benign disease group
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Seventy percent of the data from 32 indexes in CRC and healthy controls and 37 indexes in the malignant disease group and benign disease group were used for the establishment of a binary logistic regression analysis model. As shown in the Figure [1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, the area under the curve for the CRC and the healthy control group was 0.989 (0.982, 0.995). When the cutoff value was 0.479, its sensitivity and specificity were 90.2% and 90.1%, respectively. As shown in the Figure [1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, the area under the curve of the malignant disease group and the benign disease group was 0.929 (0.901, 0.958), and when the cutoff value was 0.329, its sensitivity and specificity were 98.4% and 95.7%, respectively. Binary logistic regression analysis was more effective in distinguishing colorectal cancer from healthy controls than in malignant and benign disease groups.

![Binary Logistic analysis of colorectal cancer and healthy control group, malignant disease group and benign disease group. A: ROC curve of the binary logistic regression analysis model of the colorectal cancer and healthy control group, respectively; B: ROC curve of the binary logistic regression analysis model of the colorectal cancer and healthy control group.](WJGO-12-219-g001){#F1}

Discriminant analysis of CRC and healthy control group, malignant disease group and benign disease group
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Seventy percent of the data from 32 indexes in CRC and healthy controls and 37 indexes in malignant disease groups and benign disease groups were used to establish a discriminant analysis model. As shown in Figure [2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, the area under the curve for CRC and healthy controls was 0.961 (0.946, 0.977), and when the cutoff value was 0.33, its sensitivity and specificity were 92.2% and 89.3%, respectively. As shown in Figure [2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, the area under the curve for the malignant disease group and the benign disease group was 0.973 (0.960, 0.986), and when the cutoff value was 0.467, its sensitivity and specificity were 91% and 94.8%, respectively. Discriminant analysis differentiated between the malignant disease group and the benign disease group better than the CRC and healthy control group.

![Discriminant analysis results of colorectal cancer and healthy control group, malignant disease group and benign disease group. A: ROC curve of the discriminant analysis model of the colorectal cancer and healthy control group, respectively; B: ROC curve of the discriminant analysis model of the colorectal cancer and healthy control group.](WJGO-12-219-g002){#F2}

Classification tree analysis of CRC and healthy control group, malignant disease group and benign disease group
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The 70% data for 32 indexes in the CRC and healthy control groups and the 37 indexes in the malignant disease group and the benign disease group were established by the classification tree model, and 30% of the data were used for model validation. As shown in Figure [3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, the prediction accuracy rate of the healthy control group was 85.5%, the prediction accuracy rate of the CRC group was 77.1%, and the overall prediction accuracy rate was 81.3%. The area under the curve of CRC and the healthy control group was 0.924 (0.905, 0.944), and when the cutoff value was 0.4324, its sensitivity and specificity were 83.7% and 85.3%, respectively. As shown in Figure [3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, the predictive accuracy rate was 82.8% in the benign disease group, 75.2% in the malignant disease group, and 78.8% in the overall prediction rate. The area under the curve of the malignant disease group and benign disease group was 0.922 (0.903, 0.941), and when the cutoff value was 0.564, its sensitivity and specificity were 80.6% and 86%, respectively. The classification tree analysis distinguished the CRC from the healthy control group basically in the same way as the malignant disease group and the benign disease group.

![Classification tree analysis results of colorectal cancer and healthy control group, malignant disease group and benign disease group. A: ROC curve of the classification tree analysis model of the colorectal cancer and healthy control group, respectively; B: ROC curve of the classification tree analysis model of the colorectal cancer and healthy control group.](WJGO-12-219-g003){#F3}

Artificial neural network analysis of CRC and healthy control group, malignant disease group and benign disease group
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Seventy percent of the data from 27 indicators in CRC and healthy controls and 30 indicators in the malignant disease group and benign disease group were used for artificial neural network model establishment, and 30% of the data were used for model validation. As shown in Figure [4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, the prediction accuracy rate of the healthy control group was 88.6%, the prediction accuracy rate of the CRC group was 84.8%, and the overall prediction accuracy rate was 87.8%. The area under the curve of CRC and the healthy control group was 0.992 (0.987, 0.997), and when the cutoff value was 0.065, its sensitivity and specificity were 98.9% and 95.6%, respectively. As shown in Figure [4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, the predictive accuracy rate was 90.0% in the benign disease group, 88.9% in the malignant disease group, and 89.4% in the overall prediction. The area under the curve of the malignant disease group and benign disease group was 0.996 (0.992, 0.999), and when the cutoff value was 0.443, its sensitivity and specificity were 97.4% and 96.7%, respectively. The effect of artificial neural network analysis on CRC and the healthy control group was basically the same as that of the malignant disease group and the benign disease group, but the prediction accuracy rate was higher than that of the classification tree method.

![Artificial neural network analysis results of colorectal cancer and healthy control group, malignant disease group and benign disease group. A: ROC curve of the artificial neural network analysis model of the colorectal cancer and healthy control group, respectively; B: ROC curve of the artificial neural network analysis model of the colorectal cancer and healthy control group.](WJGO-12-219-g004){#F4}

Through comparison of these four methods, we obtained the ability to distinguish colorectal cancer from healthy control group, malignant disease group and benign disease group: Artificial neural network \> binary logistic regression \> discriminant analysis \> classification tree.

DISCUSSION
==========

Colorectal cancer is the second most common cancer disease in women and the third most common cancer in men. The number of new cases worldwide was estimated as 1.2 million in 2008, and the deaths were approximately 600000\[[@B14]\].

Tumor markers can be present in cells, tissues, blood, and feces and can thus be qualitatively or quantitatively detected by related techniques\[[@B15]\]. With the development of molecular diagnosis, lots of novel detection method have been developed\[[@B16]-[@B20]\]. Tumor markers can be an important tool for cancer detection and patient prognosis. Gene mutations are the main factor in the development of CRC, and many discoveries have been made in recent years. APC, VEGF, Septin9 and other DNA in feces, blood and other biological fluids can be used as the primary detection and prognostic indicator\[[@B21]-[@B25]\]. In addition to genetic alterations such as mutations, microsatellite instability\[[@B26],[@B27]\] and hypermethylation of tumor suppressor genes in promoter regions have also been extensively studied\[[@B28],[@B29]\]. MicroRNAs and their putative target gene dysregulation may affect the development of colorectal cancer\[[@B30]\]. Protein markers, such as IMP3\[[@B31],[@B32]\] and COX-2\[[@B33]\], have attracted much attention in CRC screening, and their concentrations may be related to CRC\[[@B34]\]. There are very few tumor markers that simultaneously satisfy high sensitivity and specificity, mainly because tumor markers are difficult to distinguish between benign diseases and malignant diseases when the levels are elevated\[[@B35]\].

A large number of studies have found that the clinical significance of detecting the increase\[[@B15]\] in the level of a single tumor marker is very limited. Therefore, people have improved the diagnostic value of tumor markers by two methods: continuous detection and joint detection. Continuous testing is used in the detection of malignant tumors, but it is mainly used for the detection of therapeutic effects and early diagnosis of prognosis. Joint detection is a very promising as an early detection method for malignant tumors by detecting multiple indicators to improve the sensitivity and specificity of tumor marker diagnosis, such as binary logistic regression analysis, discriminant analysis, classification tree analysis, and artificial neural network, which have improved the shortcomings of tumor markers that are difficult to simultaneously meet the sensitivity and specificity. Several indicators are combined, and statistical methods are used to improve the diagnostic value of tumor markers.

In this study, the diagnostic value of the combined diagnostic analysis for distinguishing between healthy controls and disease groups was superior to that of single-index tests; the diagnostic value of combined diagnostic analysis for distinguishing between benign disease groups and malignant disease groups was significantly better than the single-index test. Through comparison of these four methods, we obtained the ability to distinguish colorectal cancer from healthy control group, malignant disease group and benign disease group: Artificial neural network \> binary logistic regression \> discriminant analysis \> classification tree.

However, there are still some limitations in our study. First, the sample size in our study was relatively small, and it may affect the results of our study. Second, although we have built a multiparameter diagnostic model, and it has better diagnostic value when compared with the conventional biomarker, but the diagnostic model has not been validated. Third, the diagnostic value should be performed on multi-center and larger sample size to validate its diagnostic value.

In conclusion, through multiparameter joint diagnostic analysis, we found that the combined diagnosis method can improve the sensitivity and specificity of the diagnosis, but some joint diagnosis methods may not be improved. Therefore, the optimal strategy is determined by comparing various joint diagnosis methods, followed by verification of the sample and confirmation of its value for use.

ARTICLE HIGHLIGHTS
==================

Research background
-------------------

Early screening for colorectal cancer (CRC) is important in clinical practice. However, the currently methods are inadequate because of high cost and low diagnostic value.

Research motivation
-------------------

Blood-based screening method attract the public because of their noninvasive, and multiparameter method was demonstrated to increase the diagnostic value.

Research objectives
-------------------

We aimed to conduct a retrospective analysis. By multiparameter methods combined detection were used to determine the tumor marker diagnostic value for detection of CRC.

Research methods
----------------

350 CRC, 300 colorectal polyps and 360 normal controls were enrolled. Combined with the results of area under curve, the binary Logistic regression analysis, and discriminant analysis, classification tree and artificial neural network were used to analyze the diagnostic value.

Research results
----------------

For distinguishing CRC from healthy control group, malignant disease group and benign disease group. Artificial neural network had the best diagnostic value when compared with the other methods. The area under the curve of CRC and the control group was 0.992 (0.987, 0.997), sensitivity and specificity were 98.9% and 95.6%. The area under the curve of the malignant disease group and benign group was 0.996 (0.992, 0.999), sensitivity and specificity were 97.4% and 96.7%.

Research conclusions
--------------------

Artificial neural network diagnosis method can provide a novel assistant diagnostic method was built for the early detection of CRC.

Research perspectives
---------------------

Although we have built a multiparameter diagnostic model, the sample size was relatively small, and the diagnostic model has not been validated. Multi-center and larger sample size to validate its diagnostic value.
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